
This is a historic time for us here in the UK, unfortunately that which ultimately becomes history

is not always kind in the present moment as we are only too clearly experiencing.

Back in 1918, the war was coming to an end but the ‘Spanish’ flu virus was about to take hold 

and decimate probably as many across Europe as the war itself had taken.

In those days they did not have our current understanding of Bacteria, Viruses and the Immune 

System as we do today so the rapid spread was largely due to privation, poor diet, appalling 

sanitary conditions, contaminated water etc.

The Astrological Chart below for the UK on the 3rd August 1918, shows a strong conjunction of 

4 planets, including Jupiter and Pluto, opposing our Natal Sun in Capricorn in the 4th house. The 

powerful opposing forces trying to control and dominate our very core identity. The home life 

was devastated by all that had and would happen, but we were strong survivors.

The chart below is for the 2nd April 2020 and shows yet another powerful co-joining of planets, 

but this time in our own 4th house of home and family, opposing our Natal Moon in Cancer in the

10th house. It is most interesting that Jupiter and Pluto once again are in charge!

These new forces are aiming to control and dominate the people but in a very different way than 

before, not in direct confrontation, but by stealth and devious tactics. We have proven to be a 

tough island nation, but one given to caring, altruism, individual expression, enterprise and 

innovation; we have also become very aware of what is happening behind the scenes, and how 

many of the corporate structures have used us for their own ends, over the last 200 years.



With these forces in play, and Neptune in the area of public health in the UK chart, it leaves all 

of the working people very unsure of what is happening, doctors unable to diagnose, nurses and 

care workers vulnerable, public officials reacting before understanding and politicians being 

misled by so called experts who themselves have absolutely no idea what is going on.

Now there are many who quote the various conspiracy theories, was the virus man-made, is it 

actually biological warfare, will we lose every human right that we have fought for and so on.

Astrology is not a science, nor a pseudo science, it is an art. Artists do not say that there is cause 

and effect between what they are looking at and what they are drawing or painting. They are 

simply interpreting what they are observing in their own unique way. So it is for those like me 

who are interested in astrology, I feel that there is a strong synchronicity between the patterns in 

the heavens and societal patterns here on earth which may give us a clue as to a psychological or 

emotion trend, but it does not allow us to define a precise future event on the physical plane.

My feelings are though, that even by the 23rd of April, as seen in the next chart, the intensity of 

activity will start to wane and that the emotional nature of the people will be activated to a point 

of requiring some straight forward answers from those in charge concerning how we can get 

back to more stable financial state. 

The tight planetary conjunction which was Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto has started to spread 

out a bit, lessening the seriously intense activity which has shown up in the shutting down of our 

whole infrastructure.

Transiting Mars, in the outer circle, will be hovering over Venus in about 3 weeks, and this 

should trigger the emotional and feeling nature of the population, this is also square to our Natal 

Mars in Taurus in the 8th House, we can only hope that will jump start people to take more direct

action and not be blindly led as sheep !

 



You will also notice at this time that the Transiting Moon will co-join Transiting Uranus and this

just happens to be over our Natal Mars in Taurus in the 8th, an area to do with ‘the opposite of 

our own money’ i.e. banking and insurance, where we invest for the future, in what should be a 

very stable (Taurus) environment, but as Mars is opposite our Natal Neptune, we have been 

surreptitiously robbed of our investments for many years, the stock market has crashed several 

times, our shares have been devalued or directly stolen, etc.

 

This could be a trigger point for either people to start screaming at the heads of these greedy 

corporations, or the start of a complete change in the way things are done, there is a theory that 

the hierarchy want to create a cashless society – we will have to wait and see.

The final chart, set for the 31st Dec 2020, my feelings suggests to me that there will be the start of

a new core identity forming in the general subconscious.

On the 21st Dec Jupiter and Saturn co-join in 1° Aquarius. This will start a brand new Jupiter-

Saturn cycle which will be in air signs for the next 200 years, they have been joining in Earth 

signs for the past 200 years.

 

This will hopefully mark a change from earth bound greed to more altruistic purposes and 

pursuits. It has already been suggested that brand new forms of communication will evolve, also 

frequency in many forms being used more as a healing modality !

 

This will be very much at the subconscious level to start with, it will take many years to be 

properly seen in society i feel.

 



On the 31st Dec the Transiting Sun passes over our Natal Sun, reinforcing the soul energy of the 

British people, it is interesting how we celebrate New Years eve sometimes more than Christmas

itself, the Transiting Sun is always crossing our Natal Sun around this time of year, within 2 or 3 

days because of the wobble of the Earth.

 

There will be a new way of doing things in the future, a new way of communicating with each 

other, some have suggested that those with telepathic abilities will become more noticeable in 

society, The idea of frequency as a healing modality will become more acceptable, instead of 

using higher and higher frequencies, the much lower infrasound range should be studied, even 

those ranges with wavelengths thousands of miles long, and these should hopefully find a place 

in the new sciences of the future. The whole idea of sub-space communication as used in the old 

Star Trek series might be a future possibility using this method.

For the present, we must use this time at our disposal to go inside of ourselves, find our true 

identity, find some inner peace and shine our light out to others who might be in distress.


